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W-OPERATOR AND DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR
3-HURWITZ NUMBER
HAO SUN
Abstract. We consider a new type of Hurwitz number, the number of ordered
transitive factorizations of an arbitrary permutation into d-cycles. In this
paper, we focus on the special case d = 3. The minimal number of transitive
factorizations of any permutation into 3-cycles has been worked out by David,
Goulden and Jackson. Also, such factorizations for transpositions, the case
d = 2, have been considered by Crescimanno and Taylor. Goulden and Jackson
have proved the differential equation for the generating series of simple Hurwitz
numbers. Based on their results, we use W -operator to prove a differential
equation for the generating function of the new type Hurwitz number.
1. Introduction
The Hurwitz enumeration problem [8] aims at classifying all n-fold coverings
of S2 (or CP 1) with k branch points {z1, ..., zk}. Given such a covering, each
branch point zi corresponds to a unique permutation σi of type λi in Sn, where
λi is a partition of n. The number of such connected n-coverings is finite and
denoted by Covn(λ1, ..., λk). Alternatively, Covn(λ1, ..., λk) is the number of k-
tuples (σ1, ..., σk) ∈ Skn satisfying the following conditions [1] [8],
(1) σi is of type λi,
(2) σ1...σk = 1,
(3) The group generated by σ1, ..., σk is transitive on the set {1, ..., n}.
Now, we consider a special case of the Hurwitz enumeration problem. Given α
a partition of n, we define the simple Hurwitz number as
hk(α) = Covn(1
n−22, ..., 1n−22, α).
It is the number of (k + 1)-tuples (τ1, ..., τk, σ) ∈ Sk+1n satisfying the following
conditions
(1) τi are transpositions (or of type 1
n−22), where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and σ is of type
α,
(2) τ1...τkσ = 1,
(3) The group generated by {τ1, ..., τk} is transitive on the set {1, ..., n}.
I.P.Goulden and D.M.Jackson [5] slightly change the problem by adding an extra
condition
(4) Given any permutation σ in Sn, the number of transpositions k is minimal
with respect to conditions (1),(2) and (3).
Under this condition, we write h(α) for hk(α) and call it the minimal simple Hurwitz
number.
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Given any element σ ∈ Sn, denote by µ(σ) [2] [5] the minimal number k of
transpositions satisfying conditions (1),(2) and (3) as in condition (4). Before in-
troducing the generating function, we first introduce some notations. We write
α ⊢ n if α is a partition of n, i.e. if α = (α1, ..., αl), then α1 + ... + αl = n and
α1 ≥ ... ≥ αl. Let pα = pα1 ...pαl , where pi are variables. We will give another
definition of pi in Section 3. If σ and σ
′ are of the same type, then µ(σ) = µ(σ′),
which will be proved in Lemma 2.1. Hence, sometimes we use the notation µ(α) in
this paper for µ(σ), where α is the partition corresponding to σ. Now we come to
the generating function of minimal simple Hurwitz numbers
F2(z, p) = F2(z, p1, p2, ...) =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
h(α)
zn
n!
1
µ(α)!
pα.
The cut-and-join operator ∆ was introduced by Goulden [4]. It is an infinite sum
of differential operators in variables p1, p2, ... . Goulden and Jackson [5] use this
operator to calculate the minimal simple Hurwitz number.
Mironov, Morosov and Natanzon construct W -operators W ([d]) [10], where d is
a positive integer. They are differential operators acting on the space C[[Xij ]]i,j≥1
of formal series in variables Xij (i, j ≥ 0), where Xij are coordinate functions on
the infinite matrix. A subring of C[[Xij ]]i,j≥1 is C[p1, p2, ...], where pk = Tr(X
k)
and X = (Xij)i,j≥1. A direct calculation shows that W ([2]) is the cut-and-join
operator ∆ on the ring C[p1, p2, ...]. Mironov et al. apply the W -operator to the
Hurwitz enumeration problem [10] and find a new equation about the generating
function of some special Hurwitz numbers.
In Section 2, we review some results about the minimal simple Hurwitz number
and the main steps to calculate it.
In Section 3, we review the definition of the W -operator and some properties.
In Section 4, we define a new type of Hurwitz number, the d-Hurwitz number,
hdk(α) = Covn(1
n−dd, ..., 1n−dd, α).
It is the number of (k + 1)-tuples (δ1, ..., δk, σ) ∈ Skn satisfying the following condi-
tions
(1) δi are d-cycles (or of type 1
n−dd), where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and σ is of type α,
(2) δ1...δkσ = 1,
(3) The group generated by {δ1, ..., δk} is transitive on the set {1, ..., n}.
Similarly, we define the minimal d-Hurwitz number hd(α) by adding another con-
dition
(4) k is minimal with respect to the conditions (1),(2) and (3).
Denote by µd(σ) the minimal number. Compared to the simple Hurwitz number,
we replace every transposition by a d-cycle. The simple Hurwitz number is therefore
the 2-Hurwitz number hk(α) = h
2
k(α) and the minimal simple Hurwitz number is
the minimal 2-simple Hurwitz number h(α) = h2(α).
Given any permutation σ, we review the calculation of the number µd(σ) when
d = 3 [6].
Lemma 1.1 (4.10). Let n be a positive integer and let σ be a permutation in the
alternating group An, i.e. σ is the product of 3-cycles. We decompose σ = ρ1...ρl
in disjoint cycles ρi, then we have
(1) if n is odd, µ3(σ) = n−12 +
l−1
2 ,
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(2) if n is even, µ3(σ) = n2 +
l−2
2 .
In conclusion, we have µ3(σ) = n+l−22 .
In Section 5, we construct the generating function for minimal d-Hurwitz num-
bers,
Fd(z, p1, p2, ...) =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
hd(α)
zn
n!
1
µd(α)!
pα.
W˜ ([3]) is a ”differential operator” in variables pi, i ≥ 1, defined in Definition 5.37.
We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2 (5.39). The generating function F3(z, p) satisfies the following re-
lation
W˜ ([3])F3 −
∑
i,j,k≥1
(i+ j + k)pi+j+k
∂F3
∂pi+j+k
=
1
2
(z
∂F3
∂z
+
∑
i≥1
pi
∂F3
∂pi
− 2F3).
In Section 6, we have a conjecture about the differential equations satisfied by
Fd and F˜d, where
F˜d =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
hd(α)
zn
n!
uµ
d(α)
µd(α)!
pα.
Before we state the conjectures, we review some properties of W ([d]) and define a
new operator H˜W ([d]). W ([d]) can be written as the sum of d! summations, each
of which corresponds uniquely to a permutation in Sd [12], i.e.
W ([d]) =
∑
β∈Sd
FSβ,
where FSβ is the summation corresponding to β ∈ Sd. We define the degree for the
summation FSβ (see Definition 6.1). The degree of the summation FSβ, β ∈ Sn
is at most d + 1 (see Section 6 and [14]). Finally, we define another operator
H˜W ([d]), which is sum of all summations with degree d + 1 (see Definition 6.2).
The conjecture is as following.
Conjecture 1.3 (6.3). Given any positive integer d, we have
∂F˜d
∂u
= H˜W ([d])F˜d.
If the above conjecture is true, we will get the following corollary by taking u = 1.
Corollary 1.4 (6.5).
H˜W ([d])Fd =
1
d− 1

z ∂Fd
∂z
+
∑
i≥1
pi
∂Fd
∂pi
− 2Fd

 .
In this paper, we prove the special case d = 3 (see Theorem 5.39). For the
general case, we believe similar to the case d = 3 can be given, but will be very
complicated to write down.
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2. Simple Hurwitz Number
In this section, we review some results about the minimal simple Hurwitz num-
ber.
First, we want to make a short remark about the disjoint cycles in a permutation
σ. Every permutation σ in Sn can be written uniquely as a product of disjoint
cycles, where the cycles are d-cycles, d ≥ 2. But, in this paper, the product
of disjoint cycles also includes the fixed points or ”1”-cycles. For example, let’s
consider σ = (123) ∈ S4. In this paper, if we write σ as the product of disjoint
cycles, it is (123)(4).
Now, we come to the minimal simple Hurwitz number.
Recall for given any permutation σ, µ(σ) is the minimal number of transpositions
satisfying condition (1),(2),(3),(4) in the beginning of the introduction. If two
permutations σ and σ′ are of the same type, then µ(σ) = µ(σ′). This statement is
a direct consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Given any element σ ∈ Sn, we write σ = ρ1...ρl(σ) as the product of
disjoint cycles, where l(σ) is the number of disjoint cycles of σ, then we have
µ(σ) = n+ l(σ)− 2.
Proof. [5], Proposition 2.1. 
Since µ(σ) = µ(σ′), when σ and σ′ are of the same type α, sometimes we use
the notation µ(α) in this paper for µ(σ).
Definition 2.2. Assume G is a group, X is a set and there is a group homomor-
phism G→ Aut(X). A subset X ′ of X is a connected component of X (w.r.t G) if
G acts transitive on X ′.
Now consider a permutation σ ∈ Sn, we can write σ into the product of disjoint
cycles uniquely up to reordering,
σ = ρ1...ρl.
In his case, Lemma 2.1 tells us µ(σ) = n+ l − 2. Then, we can find µ(σ) transpo-
sitions τ1, ..., τµ(σ) such that
σ = τ1τ2...τµ(σ),
and the group generated by {τ1, ..., τµ(σ)} acts transitively on {1, ..., n}. We are
interested in the product
σ′ = τ1σ = τ2...τµσ .
If τ1 = (j2 j1), j1 6= j2 ∈ {1, ..., n}, then there are two cases for σ′ = τ1σ.
Lemma 2.3. (1) If j1, j2 occur in a single disjoint cycle (say ρ1), then
τ1ρ1 = (j1...)(j2...)
is a product of two disjoint cycles. In this case, the set {1, ..., n} has two
connected component under the action of the group generated by {τi, 2 ≤
i ≤ µ(σ)}. One contains j1 and the other one contains j2. In this case, τ1
is known as a cut-operator relative to σ.
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(2) If j1, j2 occur in two different disjoint cycles (say j1 ∈ ρ1 and j2 ∈ ρ2),
then
τ1ρ1ρ2 = (j1...j2...)
is the product of a single cycle and the action of the group generated by
{τi, 2 ≤ i ≤ µ(σ)} is transitive on the set {1, ..., n}. In this case, τ1 is
known as a join-operator relative to σ.
Proof. We consider the first case. The factorization of τ1ρ1 in two disjoint cycles is
a simple calculation of disjoint cycles. Since σ has l disjoint cycles, so σ′ has l + 1
disjoint cycles in this case. We know µ(σ′) = µ(σ) + 1 by Lemma 2.1. Now, σ′ is
a product of µ(σ) − 1 transpositions τ2, ..., τµ(σ). Hence, the group generated by
{τ2, ..., τµ(σ)} is not transitive on the set {1, ..., n}. We know the group generated by
{τ1, τ2, ..., τµ(σ)} is transitive on the set {1, ..., n}. So, {1, ..., n} has two connected
component with respect to the action of {τ2, ..., τµ(σ)} and one contains j1, the
other contains j2.
The second statement is easy to verify by a similar argument. 
Goulden et al. use the cut-and-join operator to prove that the generating func-
tion of minimal simple Hurwitz numbers satisfies a special differential equation.
Recall the generating function of minimal simple Hurwitz numbers is
F2(z, p1, p2, ...) =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
h(α)
zn
n!
1
µ(α)!
pα.
Lemma 2.4. The generating function F2(z, p1, p2, ...) satisfies the following equa-
tion
1
2
∑
i,j≥1
(pi+ji
∂F2
∂pi
j
∂F2
∂pj
+ (i+ j)pipj
∂F2
∂pi+j
)− z
∂F2
∂z
−
∑
i≥1
pi
∂F2
∂pi
+ 2F2 = 0.
Proof. [5], Lemma 2.2. 
Goulden et al. use this equation to calculate the minimal simple Hurwitz number.
Theorem 2.5. Let α = (α1, ..., αl) ⊢ n, for n, l ≥ 1. Then
h(α) = nl−3(n+ l − 2)!
l∏
j=1
(αj)
αj
(αj − 1)!
.
Proof. [5], Theorem 1.1. 
3. W-Operator
Definition 3.1. A variable matrix X is an infinite matrix with variable Xab in the
(a, b)-entry. Generally, X := (Xab)a,b≥1 and all Xab are assumed to commute with
each other.
Definition 3.2. Define pk the trace of X
k, i.e., pk = tr(X
k). pk is a power series
in C[[Xab]]a,b≥1. C[p1, p2, ...] is a polynomial ring with infinitely many variables pk.
Definition 3.3. The operator matrix D is an infinite matrix with Dab in the (a, b)-
entry, where Dab =
∞∑
c=1
Xac
∂
∂Xbc
.
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Definition 3.4. The normal ordered product of Dab and Dcd is
: DabDcd :=
∑
e1,e2≥1
Xae1Xce2
∂
∂Xbe1
∂
∂Xde2
.
Similarly, the normal product :
d∏
i=1
Daibi : is
:
d∏
i=1
Daibi :=
∑
e1,...,ed≥1
(
d∏
i=1
Xaiei
d∏
i=1
∂
∂Xbiei
).
Definition 3.5. For any positive integer d, we define the W-operator W ([d]) as
W ([d]) :=
1
d
: tr(Dd) : .
Theorem 3.6. W ([d]) is a well-defined operator on C[p1, p2, ...] and it can be writ-
ten as the sum of d! summations, each of which corresponds to a unique permutation
in Sd.
Proof. It is proved in [12], Theorem 3.15. 
Example 3.7. The first example is W ([2]), which is also known as the cut-and-join
operator,
W ([2]) =
1
2
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
(ijpi+j
∂2
∂pi∂pj
+ (i + j)pipj
∂
∂pi+j
).
The second example is W ([3]),
W ([3]) =
1
3
∑
i1,i2,i3≥1
(i1i2i3pi1+i2+i3
∂3
∂pi1∂pi2∂pi3
+
+i1(i2 + i3)pi1+i3pi2
∂2
∂pi1∂pi2+i3
+
+i2(i1 + i3)pi1+i2pi3
∂2
∂pi2∂pi1+i3
+
+i3(i1 + i2)pi3+i2pi1
∂2
∂pi3∂pi1+i2
+
+(i1 + i2 + i3)pi1pi2pi3
∂
∂pi1+i2+i3
+
+(i1 + i2 + i3)pi1+i2+i3
∂
∂pi1+i2+i3
).
Definition 3.8. Define a map
Φ : CSn → C[p1, p2, ...]
such that for σ ∈ Sn, we have
Φ(σ) = pα = pα1 ...pαl ,
where α = (α1, ..., αm) is the partition corresponding to σ.
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Note Φ(σ) = Φ(σ′) if σ and σ′ have the same type α, and sometimes we also
write
Φ(α) = pα = pα1 ...pαl .
Definition 3.9. If α is a partition of a positive integer n, define the element
Kα ∈ CSn as
Kα =
∑
σ∈Sn,
σ is of type α
σ.
Clearly, Kα is in the center of in CSn.
For example, Φ(Kα) = cαpα, where cα is the number of all σ ∈ Sn of type α.
Notation 3.10. Given a partition λ = (λ1, ..., λm) of a positive integer n, we can
write it as
λ = 1k12k2 ...sks
where ki is the number of times the integer i appears in the partition λ. For example,
if λ = (1n−dd), then K1n−dd is a central element in CSn, which is the sum of all
d-cycles in Sn.
Proposition 3.11. For any g ∈ CSn,
Φ(K1n−22g) =W ([2])Φ(g).
Proof. [4], Proposition 3.1. 
We generalize this property to d-cycles and W ([d]).
Theorem 3.12. For any g ∈ CSn and any positive integer d such that 2 ≤ d ≤ n,
we have
Φ(K1n−ddg) =W ([d])Φ(g).
Proof. It is proved in [13], Theorem 2.12. 
4. Generalized Hurwitz Number
The simple Hurwitz number hk(α) = Covn(1
n−22, ..., 1n−22, α) is the number
of all n-fold coverings with k + 1 branch points, where k of them correspond to
transpositions and the last branch point corresponds to a permutation of type α.
Now, we define a new type of Hurwitz number by replacing all transpositions by
d-cycles.
Definition 4.1. Given positive integers n, k, d, we define the d-Hurwitz number
hdk(α) = Covn(1
n−dd, ..., 1n−dd, α).
It is the number of (k + 1)-tuples (δ1, ..., δk, σ) ∈ Skn satisfying the following condi-
tions
(1) δi are d-cycles (or of type (1
n−dd)), where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and σ is of type α,
(2) δ1...δk = σ,
(3) The group generated by {δ1, ..., δk} is transitive on the set {1, ..., n}.
Furthermore, we define the minimal d-Hurwitz number hd(α) = hdk(α), where k
satisfies another condition
(4) k is minimal with respect to the conditions (1),(2) and (3).
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Remark 4.2. Given any permutation σ ∈ Sn of type α, if σ cannot be written as
the product of d-cycles, then hd(α) = 0, since Condition (2) in Definition 4.1 is
never satisfied. For example, consider the permutation σ = (12)(3) ∈ S3 of type
α = (21). We have h3(α) = 0, since (12) is an odd permutations and all 3-cycles
are even, so there is no k-tuple of 3-cycles (δ1, ..., δk) satisfying the second condition
in Definition 4.1.
Definition 4.3. Given positive integers n, d and a permutation σ ∈ Sn which is of
type α, define µd(σ) to be the minimal number k with respect to conditions (1),(2)
and (3) as in condition (4).
If σ and σ′ are of the same type α, then µd(σ) = µd(σ′). This statement can be
easily proved by conjugation. So, sometimes we write the minimal number µd(σ)
as µd(α). The key lemma 4.10 in this section is first calculated by Goulden et
al. in [6] [4]. Goulden et al. first calculate µ2(α) and use the property that any
3-cycle (or d-cycle) can be decomposed as the product of two transpositions (or
d − 1 transpositions) to calculate µ3(σ) (or µd(σ)). We use a different method to
calculate it. Construction 4.4 is the most important construction in this section.
Also, we only calculate µ3(σ) in this section.
First, we will focus on how to calculate the product of a 3-cycle ω and an arbitrary
permutation σ = ρ1...ρl ∈ Sn, where σ = ρ1...ρl is the decomposition of σ into the
product of disjoint cycles.
Construction 4.4. Assume ω = (j3 j2 j1), where j1, j2, j3 are distinct integers in
{1, ..., n}. We are going to calculate ωσ according to the occurrences of j1, j2, j3
in the disjoint cycles appearing in σ. If we consider the tuple [j3, j2, j1], there are
6 cases with respect to the tuple [j3, j2, j1] and each one corresponds to a specific
element of S3,
(1) σ = (j1...)(j2...)(j3...)...,
(2) σ = (j1...)(j2...j3...)...,
(3) σ = (j1...j3...)(j2...)...,
(4) σ = (j1...j2...)(j3...)...,
(5) σ = (j1...j2...j3...)...,
(6) σ = (j1...j3...j2...)....
This has been discussed in [13], Construction 4.11. Now we go back to the 3-cycle
ω. Clearly, we have
ω = (j2 j1 j3) = (j1 j3 j2).
It means if we write ω = (j3 j2 j1), then it corresponds to Case (2), if ω =
(j1 j3 j2), then it is Case (3) and if ω = (j2 j1 j3), then it is Case (4). So,
we can combine Case (2),(3),(4). In conclusion, we have 4 cases with respect to
the given 3-cycle ω = (j3 j2 j1),
(1) σ = (j1...)(j2...)(j3...)...,
(2) σ = (j1...j2...)(j3...)...,
(3) σ = (j1...j2...j3...)...,
(4) σ = (j1...j3...j2...)....
Clearly, for any element σ ∈ Sn, it falls into one and only one case with respect to
ω.
Let’s consider Case (2) σ = (j1 ... j2 ... )(j3 ... )..., where the red dots represent
the digits after j1 before j2, the blue dots represent the other digits after j2 before
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j1 (since it is a cycle, so the last element will go back to j1) and the green dots
represent the other digits in the cycle of j3. We use the following steps to calculate
ωσ:
Step 1 Restrict σ = (j1 ... j2 ... )(j3 ... )... to the element (j1j2)(j3) ∈ S3 by for-
getting all digits except j1,j2,j3 but preserving the cycle structure. Here, S3
is Aut{j1, j2, j3}. Denote σ¯ = (j1j2)(j3).
Step 2 Calculate (j3 j2 j1)σ¯. We have (j3 j2 j1)σ¯ = (j1)(j2j3).
Step 3 Insert all numbers forgotten in the first step into ωσ¯, then we get,
ωσ = (j1 ... )(j2 ... j3 ... )... .
Indeed, this procedure works for all cases. In conclusion, if ω = (j3 j2 j1), we have
(1) σ = (j1...)(j2...)(j3...)... −→ ωσ = (j3...j2...j1...)... ,
(2) σ = (j1...j2...)(j3...)... −→ ωσ = (j1...)(j2...j3...)... ,
(3) σ = (j1...j2...j3...)... −→ ωσ = (j1...)(j2...)(j3...)... ,
(4) σ = (j1...j3...j2...)... −→ ωσ = (j1...j2...j3...)... .
Example 4.5. We consider an easy example to see how the procedure works. Let
ω = (3 2 1) and σ = (1 2 4)(3 5 6), so ji = i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. Then σ¯ = (12)(3). We
have ωσ¯ = (1)(23). So, ωσ = (1)(2 4 3 5 6).
This process can be generalized to the product of a d-cycle with any permutation
σ in Sn.
Corollary 4.6. Fix an integer n and an arbitrary permutation σ = ρ1...ρl ∈ Sn.
We take a 3-cycle ω,
(1) if σ is of type (1) with respect to ω, then the number of disjoint cycles of
ωσ is l − 2,
(2) if σ is of type (2) with respect to ω, then the number of disjoint cycles of
ωσ is l,
(3) if σ is of type (3) with respect to ω, then the number of disjoint cycles of
ωσ is l + 2,
(4) If σ is of type (4) with respect to ω, then the number of disjoint cycles of
ωσ is l.
Proof. It is a consequence of the calculations in Construction 4.4. 
Remark 4.7. We make a brief review about Lemma 2.3, in which ω is a transpo-
sition. If ω = (j2 j1), then
(1) if σ = (j1...j2...)..., then ωσ = (j1...)(j2...)..., (cut-operator)
(2) if σ = (j1...)(j2...)..., then ωσ = (j1...j2...)... . (join-operator)
The cut operator increases the number of disjoint cycles by one and the join operator
decreases the number of disjoint cycles by one. ω being a joint or cut operator is
relative to σ.
We want to calculate µ3(σ) for arbitrary σ ∈ Sn. First we calculate two special
cases.
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Lemma 4.8. If n is odd, let σ = (n n− 1 n− 2 ... 2 1 ). Then, we have
µ3(σ) =
n− 1
2
.
If n is even, let σ˜ = ( n n− 1 ) ( n− 2 n− 3 ... 2 1). Then, we have
µ3(σ˜) =
n
2
.
Proof. If n is odd, we can use n−12 3-cycles δi, 1 ≤ i ≤
n−1
2 , to cover {1, ..., n}, i.e.
the group generated by {δi, 1 ≤ i ≤
n−1
2 } is transitive on {1, ..., n},
δn−1
2 −i+1
= (2i+ 1 2i 2i− 1), 1 ≤ i ≤
n− 1
2
.
The product of these 3-cycles is
σ = δ1...δn−1
2
= (n n− 1 n− 2 ... 2 1 ).
So we can multiply n−12 3-cycles to get σ. We have to show
n−1
2 is the smallest
number. In Lemma 2.1, we know we have to use at least n − 1 transpositions to
construct σ. Each 3-cycle can be considered as the product of two transpositions.
Hence, n−12 is the smallest number of 3-cycles for σ which satisfies the condition
(1),(2),(3) in Definition 4.1.
Similarly, if n is even, the 3-cycles we choose are
δ1 = ( n n− 1 n− 2 ),
δn
2−i+2
= ( 2i− 1 2i− 2 2i− 3 ), 2 ≤ i ≤
n
2
.
The product of these 3-cycles is
σ˜ = ( n n− 1 ) ( n− 2 n− 3 ... 2 1 ).
With a similar argument as in the first case, we have µ3(σ˜) = n2 . 
Remark 4.9. The first case of Lemma 4.8 tells us when n is odd, we have µ3(σ) =
n
2 for any n-cycle σ. This statement is easy to check.
The second case of the lemma works for any σ˜ which is the product of two disjoint
cycles (not necessary one being a transposition). It means that when n is even and
σ˜ is a product of arbitrary two disjoint cycles, then we have µ3(σ) = n2 . We leave
it as an exercise for the reader.
Lemma 4.10. Let n be a positive integer and let σ be a permutation in the alter-
nating group An, i.e. σ is a product of 3-cycles. We decompose σ = ρ1...ρl in l
disjoint cycles ρi, then we have
(1) if n is odd, µ3(σ) = n−12 +
l−1
2 ,
(2) if n is even, µ3(σ) = n2 +
l−2
2 .
In conclusion, we have µ3(σ) = n+l−22 .
Proof. First, we consider the case n is odd and σ ∈ An. Since σ ∈ An is a product
of even number transpositions and we know µ2(σ) = n+ l − 2 by Lemma 2.1, so l
is an odd number. We will prove the first case by induction on l. When l = 1, it
means σ is an n-cycle. By Lemma 4.8 and Remark 4.9, we can find n−12 3-cycles
such that their products is the n-cycle σ. Hence, the basic step is true. Assume it
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is true when l = 2k − 1, we will show it is true for l = 2k + 1. We can assume σ is
a product of at least 3 disjoint cycles in the induction step, because l ≥ 3. Say
σ = ρ1ρ2ρ3ρ4...ρ2k+1 = (j1...)(j2...)(j3...)ρ4...ρ2k+1.
where ρ1...ρ2k+1 is the product of disjoint cycles of σ. Consider
σ′ = (j1...j2...j3...)ρ4...ρ2k+1,
which connects the first three disjoint cycles of σ and has 2k− 1 disjoint cycles. By
induction, we can find µ3(σ′) = n+(2k−1)−22 3-cycles δ1, ..., δµ3(σ′) such that their
product is σ′ and they satisfy the condition (1),(2),(3) in Definition 4.1. By Case
(5) in Construction 4.4 and Corollary 4.6, we can get σ from σ′ by multiplying a
3-cycle ω = (j3 j2 j1), i.e.
σ = (j3 j2 j1)σ
′.
Hence, we find n+(2k−1)−22 + 1 =
n+(2k+1)−2
2 3-cycles ω, δ1, ..., δµ3(σ′) such that
their product is σ. It is easy to check the group generated by {ω, δ1, ..., δµ3(σ′)}
is transitive on the set {1, ..., n}. The only thing we have to show is the number
n+(2k+1)−2
2 is minimal. By Lemma 2.1, if we want to use transpositions to construct
the permutation σ, we have to use n+ l− 2 transpositions. A 3-cycle is a product
of two transpositions. Hence, n−12 +
l−1
2 is the minimum.
The same argument holds for the case n is even. 
Remark 4.11. µ3(σ) in Lemma 4.10 can be computed by the Riemann-Hurwitz
formula. Let X,Y be two Riemann surfaces with genus g(X) and g(Y ) and φ :
X → Y is a ramified covering map with degree N . Let p be any point in X, ep is
the ramification index at the point p. Then, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for the
covering map φ is
2g(X)− 2 = N(2g(Y )− 2) +
∑
p∈X
(ep − 1).
Now specialize this formula to the following case : X = Y = CP 1 and a connected
ramified n-covering φ : X → Y with branch points {zk, ..., z1, zk+1} such that zi
corresponds to 3-cycles δi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and zk+1 corresponds to the permutation σ.
The ramification index at zi is 3, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and the ramification index at zk+1 is
n− l. In this case, Riemman-Hurwitz formula says
2g(CP 1)− 2 = n(2g(CP 1)− 2) + (n− l + (3− 1)k) .
From the above formula, we get
k =
n+ l − 2
2
,
which is exactly µ3(σ) we calculate in Lemma 4.10.
5. Generating Function
Definition 5.1. Let d be a positive integer. We define the generating function for
minimal d-Hurwitz numbers hd(α) in the following way:
Fd(z, p1, p2, ...) =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
hd(α)
zn
n!
1
µd(α)!
pα.
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The notations are similar to those used in the generating function in Lemma 2.4.
Note that pα = Φ(α) by the map in Definition 3.8, so the generating function can
also be written as
Fd(z, p1, p2, ...) =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
hd(α)
zn
n!
1
µd(α)!
Φ(α).
Remark 5.2. We want to point out that in Lemma 4.10, we assume σ is a per-
mutation in the alternating group, which means σ can always be decomposed as the
product of 3-cycles. If σ is not in the alternating group, then µ3(σ) does not make
sense in this case. Indeed, we extend the definition of µ3(σ) to any permutation
σ ∈ Sn as
µ3(σ) :=
n+ l − 2
2
.
This change of definition does not change the generating function F3. Because
h3(α) = 0 if and only if µ3(α) does not make sense (see Remark 4.2).
The aim of this section is to derive a differential equation satisfied by F3 (see
Theorem 5.39).
Definition 5.3. Let (δ1, ..., δk) be a k-tuple of d-cycles in Sn and σ = δ1...δk. We
say (δ1, ..., δk) is a minimal transitive factorization of σ, if (δ1, ..., δk) satisfies the
condition (2),(3),(4) in Definition 4.1. Since σ is uniquely determined by δ1, ..., δk,
sometimes we say (δ1, ..., δk) is a (ordered) minimal transitive factorization. Here,
”factorization” corresponds to the condition (2), ”transitive” corresponds to the
condition (3) and ”minimal” corresponds to the condition (4).
Definition 5.4. Let (δ1, ..., δk) be a k-tuple, let δi ∈ Sn be d-cycles and let S =
{δ1, ..., δk} be the corresponding set, σ = δ1...δk. Let G be the group generated by
the permutations in S. Let X1, ..., Xq be the connected components of X = {1, ..., n}
with respect to the action of G. For each connected component Xi, we define the
subset Si of S as
Si = {δ ∈ S | δ(j) 6= j for some j ∈ Xi}.
Denote by σi the product of the elements in Si with respect to the order of the
tuple (δ1, ..., δk). Then, we say that the component Xi corresponds to a transitive
factorization of σi. If the elements in Si satisfy Condition (3) and (4) in Definition
4.1 on the set Xi, then we say Si corresponds to an ordered minimal transitive
factorization of σi.
From now on we restrict to the case of d = 3.
Lemma 5.5. Given any integer n and any permutation σ in the alternating group
An (so that σ has a factorization in 3-cycles), we write
σ = ρ1...ρl = δ1...δµ3(σ),
where ρ1...ρl is the decomposition of σ into disjoint cycles (unique up to reordering)
and δ1...δµ3(σ) is a product of 3-cycles, such that the group generated by {δi, 1 ≤
i ≤ µ3(σ)} is transitive on {1, ..., n}. Say δ1 = (j3 j2 j1). If we consider the
permutation σ′ = δ2...δµ3(σ), we have the following result with respect to the four
cases in Construction 4.4:
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(1) if σ = (j3...j2...j1...)ρ2...ρl, then σ
′ = (j1...)(j2...)(j3...)ρ2...ρl. The set
{1, ..., n} has three connected components with respect to the action of the
group generated by {δ2, ..., δµ3(σ)}, each of which contains one and only one
ji. Each connected component corresponds to an ordered minimal transitive
factorization;
(2) if σ = (j1...)(j2...j3...)ρ3...ρl, then σ
′ = (j1...j2...)(j3...)ρ3...ρl. The set
{1, ..., n} has two connected components with respect to the action of the
group generated by {δ2, ..., δµ3(σ)}, one contains j3 and the other contains
j1 and j2. Each connected component corresponds to an ordered minimal
transitive factorization;
(3) σ = (j1...)(j2...)(j3...)ρ4...ρl, then σ
′ = (j1...j2...j3...)ρ4...ρl. The set {1, ..., n}
is still connected with respect to the group generated by {δ2, ..., δµ3(σ)};
(4) σ = (j1...j2...j3...)ρ2...ρl, then σ
′ = (j1...j3...j2...)ρ2...ρl. But, this case
cannot happen.
Proof. In this proof, we consider the 3-cycle δ1 as the product of two transpositions.
- For Case (1), we write δ1 as the product of transpositions
δ1 = (j3 j2)(j2 j1).
In this case, both (j3 j2) and (j2 j1) are join-operators, more precisely,
(j2 j1) is the join operator relative to σ
′ and (j3 j2) is the joint operator
relative to (j2 j1)σ
′. So, by Lemma 2.3, the set {1, ..., n} has three con-
nected component with respect to the action of the group generated by
{δi, 2 ≤ i ≤ µ3(σ)}. The last statement follows by an easy calculation of
the 3-cycles. We leave it to the reader to check.
- For Case (2), we consider δ1 = (j1 j3)(j2 j3). One transposition is cut-
operator and the other is join-operator. With a similar discussion as in
Case (1), we get the consequence.
- In Case (3), both transpositions (j3 j2), (j2 j1) are cut-operators.
- Case (4) cannot happen, because permutations of the same type α have the
same minimal value µ3(α). In this case, σ′ is of the same type as σ. Hence,
µ3(σ′) = µ3(σ). But, δ1σ
′ = σ, it is a contradiction with the minimality of
σ = δ1...δµ3(σ). Hence, this case cannot happen.

Definition 5.6. Given any permutation σ ∈ An and any minimal transitive fac-
torization (δ1, ..., δk) of σ in 3-cycles, let σ
′ = δ−11 σ. We say (σ, δ1) or (σ, σ
′) is of
type i, if σ and δ1 corresponds to Case (i) in Lemma 5.5, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Definition 5.7. Given a positive integer n, let α be a partition of n. We define
A3(α) = {(δ1, ..., δk, σ) | σ is of type α, (δ1, ..., δk)
is a minimal transitive factorization of σ in 3-cycles},
A˜3(α) = {(δ2, ..., δk, σ) | (σδ
−1
k ...δ
−1
2 , δ2, ..., δk, σ) ∈ A
3(α)}.
Of course, there is an obvious bijection between A3(α) and A˜3(α):
(δ1, ..., δk, σ)↔ (δ2, ..., δk, σ).
Definition 5.8. The subset A3i (α) of A
3(α), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, is defined as
A3i (α) = {(δ1, ..., δk, σ) ∈ A
3(α) | (σ, δ1) is of type i}.
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We define the subset A˜3i (α) of A˜
3(α) similarly.
Remark 5.9. By the definition of h3(α), we have
h3(α) = |A3(α)| = |A˜3(α)|.
Also, we have disjoint unions
A3(α) =
3⋃
i=1
A3i (α), A˜
3(α) =
3⋃
i=1
A˜3i (α),
and hence,
|A3(α)| =
3∑
i=1
|A3i (α)|, |A˜
3(α)| =
3∑
i=1
|A˜3i (α)|.
Hence, we can write the generating function F3(z, p1, p2, ...) as
F3 =
3∑
i=1
(F3)i,
where
(F3)i =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
|A3i (α)|
zn
n!
1
µ3(α)!
pα.
Definition 5.10. Let α′ be a partition of n. We define another two type of sets
B3i (α
′) = {(δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) | σ′ = δ2...δk, σ
′ is of type α′
and (δ2, ..., δk, σ) ∈ A˜
3
i (α) for some permutation σ},
B3i (α
′, α) = {(δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) | (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B3i (α
′) and
(δ2, ..., δk, σ) ∈ A˜
3
i (α) for some permutation σ of type α},
where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Remark 5.11. We have
B3i (α
′)
⋂
B3j (α
′) = ∅, i 6= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3.
This follows from Lemma 5.5. Indeed, fix any k-tuple (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′), σ′ = δ2...δk,
such that (δ2, ..., δk, σ) ∈ A3(α) for σ = δ1σ′ of type α. If the vertex set has
3 connected components with respect to the group {δ2, ..., δk}, then (δ2, ..., δk, σ′) ∈
B31(α
′). If its vertex set has two connected components, then (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B32(α
′).
If its vertex set has only one connected component, then (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B33(α
′).
Remark 5.12. One way of thinking about F3 is that it can be obtained from a ”set
valued” generating functions in the following way. Given a specific set A3(α), α ⊢ n,
the elements in this set are (k+1)-tuples (δ1, ..., δk, σ). The parameter corresponding
to this set is z
n
n!
1
µ3(α)!pα, where z corresponds to the integer n, µ
3(α) corresponds
to the number of 3-cycles k and pα = Φ(α) corresponds to the permutation σ. We
take the sum over all partitions. We will get the ”set-valued” generating function∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
A3(α)
zn
n!
1
µ3(α)!
pα.
Since every set is finite, we can take the cardinality of each set, and we get the
generating function F3 in Definition 5.1.
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In this section, we define several generating functions for the cardinalities of
different sets similarly, for example the generating functions F˜3 for |A˜3(α)| in Def-
inition 5.13 and (F¯3)i for |B3i (α
′)| in Definition 5.16.
Definition 5.13. We define another generating function
F˜3(z, u, p1, p2, ...) =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
|A3(α)|
zn
n!
uµ
3(α)
µ3(α)!
pα.
We add another parameter u compared to the generating function F3. Here, the
exponent of u indicates the number of 3-cycles (not including σ) in (δ1, ..., δk, σ) ∈
A3(α). Similar to the definition of (F3)i in Remark 5.9, we define (F˜3)i and
F˜3 =
3∑
i=1
(F˜3)i.
Remark 5.14. Since the number of 3-cycles in elements in A˜3(α) is µ3(α)− 1, it
is natural to interpret the series ∂F˜3
∂u
as generating series for |A˜3(α)|,
∂F˜3
∂u
=
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
|A˜3(α)|
zn
n!
uµ
3(α)−1
(µ3(α)− 1)!
pα.
Similarly, we define the generating series (∂F˜3
∂u
)i for |A˜3i (α)|.
Lemma 5.15. Let (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) be a k-tuple of permutations. Then, we have
(1) if (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B31(α
′), then k − 1 = µ3(σ′)− 2,
(2) if (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B32(α
′), then k − 1 = µ3(σ′)− 1,
(3) if (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B33(α
′), then k − 1 = µ3(σ′).
Proof. We only give the proof of the first case. If (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B31(α
′), it should
correspond to some k-tuple (δ2, ..., δk, σ) such that (σ, σ
′) is of type one (See Def-
inition 5.6). Hence, µ3(σ) = k. By Lemma 4.10 and Case (1) in Lemma 5.5, we
know µ3(σ′) = µ3(σ) + 1, because σ′ has two more disjoint cycles than σ. Hence,
we have
µ3(σ′)− 2 = µ3(σ) + 1− 2 = k − 1.

We give the following definition of the generating functions for |B3i (α
′)| based on
the above lemma. Again, the exponent of u indicates the number of 3-cycles in the
k-tuple, which is an element in the set B3i (α
′).
Definition 5.16. We define the generating function (F¯3)1 for |B31(α
′)| as
(F¯3)1 =
∑
n≥1
∑
α′⊢n
|B31(α
′)|
zn
n!
uµ
3(α′)−2
(µ3(α′)− 2)!
pα′ .
Similarly, we can define the generating function for |B3i (α
′)|, i = 2 or 3,
(F¯3)2 =
∑
n≥1
∑
α′⊢n
|B32(α
′)|
zn
n!
uµ
3(α′)−1
(µ3(α′)− 1)!
pα′ ,
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and
(F¯3)3 =
∑
n≥1
∑
α′⊢n
|B33(α
′)|
zn
n!
uµ
3(α′)
µ3(α′)!
pα′ .
Definition 5.17. Given two partitions α ⊢ n1, β ⊢ n2, we define α
⋃
β as the
partition of n1 + n2, whose parts are those of α and β, arranged in descending
order.
The next remark is about how to give an order to the connected components of
{1, ..., n} with respect to the group generated by {δ2, ..., δk}.
Remark 5.18. Given (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B31(α
′), α′ ⊢ n, the vertex set {1, ..., n}
has three connected components with respect to the group generated by {δ2, ..., δk}.
Recall the notations in Definition 5.4, let X1, X2, X3 be the three connected compo-
nents with respect to the group generated by {δ2, ..., δk}, where X1 is the connected
component containing 1, X2 contains the smallest number in {1, ..., n}/X1 and X3
is the third component. Clearly, this gives a well-defined order on the connected
components of {1, ..., n}. We call it the canonical order. For each permutation
ε ∈ S3, we can define a new order on the three connected components:
Xε1 , X
ε
2 , X
ε
3 ,
where Xεi = Xε(i).
We will give some definitions which will be used in Construction 5.26, Lemma
5.21, 5.35 and 5.32.
Definition 5.19. We define the following sets
OB31(α
′) = {(δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) | (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B31(α
′), ε ∈ S3},
OB31(α
′, α) = {(δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) | (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B31(α
′, α), ε ∈ S3}.
OB31(α
′) is the set of elements in B31(α
′) with a particular order ε on the connected
components of its vertex set and the same for OB31(α
′, α).
Remark 5.20. Given any partition of α′ ⊢ n, we have
OB3i (α
′) =
⋃
α⊢n
OB3i (α
′, α).
The union here is not disjoint. Indeed, consider the following example
δ2 = (1 2 3), δ3 = (4 5 6), δ4 = (7 8 9), δ5 = (9 8 10),
α′ = (133), σ′ = δ2δ3δ4δ5 = (1 2 3)(4 5 6)(7 8 10)(9).
Clearly, (δ2, δ3, δ4, δ5, σ
′) ∈ OB31(α
′). {1, ..., 10} has three connected component with
respect to the group generated by {δ2, ..., δ5}. They are
X1 = {1, 2, 3}, X2 = {4, 5, 6}, X3 = {7, 8, 9, 10}.
Let δ1 = (1 4 7) and δ˜1 = (1 4 9). Then, we have
σ = δ1σ
′ = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10)(9),
σ˜ = δ˜1σ
′ = (1 2 3 4 5 6 9)(7 8 10).
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Clearly, σ and σ˜ are of different types: σ is of type α = (9 1) and σ˜ is of type
α˜ = (7 3). Hence,
(δ2, δ3, δ4, δ5, σ
′) ∈ OB31(α
′, α)
⋂
OB31(α
′, α˜).
Lemma 5.21. We have
(F¯3)1 =
1
3!
(F˜3)
3,
(F¯3)2 =
1
2!
(F˜3)
2,
(F¯3)3 =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n,
at least one αi≥3
h3(α)
zn
n!
uµ
3(α)
µ3(α)!
pα.
Proof. We only give the proof for the first equation. Given (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) ∈
OB31(α
′), α′ ⊢ n, the vertex set has three connected components with respect to
the group generated by {δ2, ..., δk}, called X1, X2, X3. The order of these connected
components is determined by ε and it is Xε(1), Xε(2), Xε(3) (see Remark 5.18). De-
fine S ′ = {δ2, ..., δk}. S ′i is the subset of S
′, which corresponds to the connected
component Xi, and σi is the product of all permutations in S
′
i with respect to the
order of the tuple (δ2, ..., δk). Denote by αi the type of σi, αi ⊢ ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Now let’s take one (µ3(αi) + 1)-tuple (δ
i
1, ..., δ
i
µ3(αi)
, σˆi) from each set A31(αi),
1 ≤ i ≤ 3, where α1
⋃
α2
⋃
α3 = α
′. We want to put them together to construct a
tuple in OB31(α
′). First, we have to fix the vertex sets for each minimal transitive
factorization. It means we have to choose ni integers from {1, ..., n} as the vertex
set for A31(αi). The number of choices for the vertex sets is(
n
n1
)(
n− n1
n2
)(
n− n1 − n2
n3
)
.
Next, we have to fix the order of 3-cycles in the new tuple. In the new tuple,
there are
∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi) many 3-cycles. So, µ
3(αi) of them are for the 3-cycles in
(δi1, ..., δ
i
µ3(αi)
, σˆi). So, the number of choices for the positions is
(∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi)
µ3(α1)
)(∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi)− µ3(α1)
µ3(α2)
)(∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi)− µ3(α1)− µ3(α2)
µ3(α3)
)
.
After we choose µ3(αi) positions for the 3-cycles δ
i
v, 1 ≤ v ≤ µ
3(αi), the order of
these 3-cycles in the new tuple is the same as the order in (δi1, ..., δ
i
µ3(αi)
). With
the discussion and notations above, we have
|OB31(α
′)| =
∑
α1
⋃
α2
⋃
α3=α′
(
(
n
n1
)(∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi)
µ3(α1)
)
|A31(α1)|×
(
n− n1
n2
)(∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi)− µ3(α1)
µ3(α2)
)
|A31(α2)|×(
n− n1 − n2
n3
)(∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi)− µ
3(α1)− µ
3(α2)
µ3(α3)
)
|A31(α3)|).
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Now we calculate the generating function (F˜3)
3.
(F˜3)
3 =
3∏
i=1
∑
ni≥1
∑
αi⊢ni
|A3(αi)|
zni
ni!
uµ
3(αi)
µ3(αi)!
pαi
=
∑
ni≥1,
n1+n2+n3=n
∑
αi⊢ni,
αi
⋃
αi
⋃
αi=α
′
|A31(α1)||A
3
1(α2)||A
3
1(α3)|
zn
n1!n2!n3!
u
∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi)
µ3(α1)!µ3(α2)!µ3(α3)!
pα′
=
∑
n≥1
∑
α′⊢n
|OB31(α)|
zn
n!
uµ
3(α′)−2
(µ3(α′)− 2)!
pα′ ,
where the last equality comes from the following formulas
1
n1!n2!n3!
=
(
n
n1
)(
n−n1
n2
)(
n−n1−n2
n3
)
n!
,
1
µ3(α1)!µ3(α2)!µ3(α3)!
=
(∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi)
µ3(α1)
)(∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi)− µ3(α1)
µ3(α1)
)
(∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi)− µ3(α1)− µ3(α2)
µ3(α1)
)
1
(
∑3
i=1 µ
3(αi))!
,
3∑
i=1
µ3(αi) = µ
3(α′)− 2 (Lemma 5.15).
By definition, we have
|OB31(α
′)| = 6|B31(α
′)|.
Thus, we prove the first equation,
(F¯3)1 =
1
6
(F˜3)
3.
With a similar argument, we can prove the other formulas. 
Let ω = (j3 j2 j1) be a 3-cycle in Sn and let σ be a permutation in Sn. Let
1 ≤ i ≤ 3 be a fixed integer. Let
Li = {l ≥ 1 | σ
l(ji) is any jk, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3}.
Li is not empty, since n! ∈ Li (as σn! is the identity map on the set {1, ..., n}, and
σn!(ji) = ji).
Definition 5.22. We define the ”distance” between ji and the set {j1, j2, j3} with
respect to the permutation σ as
dist(ji, σ, j1, j2, j3) = min(Li).
Example 5.23. We give some examples about the definition above. Consider Case
(3) in Construction 4.4,
ω = δ1 = (j3 j2 j1), σ = (j1...j2...j3...)ρ2...ρl,
where ρ1 = (j1...j2...j3...). dist(j3, σ, j1, j2, j3) is the ”distance” between j3 and j1
in the cycle ρ1, because j1 is the first element in {j1.j2, j3} after j3 under the action
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of σ. Similarly, dist(j2, σ, j1, j2, j3) is the ”distance” between j2 and j3. Clearly,∑
1≤i≤3 dist(ji, σ, j1, j2, j3) is the length of the cycle ρ1.
Now, let’s consider Case (1) in Construction 4.4. Here,
σ = (j1...)(j2...)(j3...)ρ4...ρl.
In this case, dist(ji, σ, j1, j2, j3) is the length of the cycle containing ji.
Remark 5.24. Suppose σ′, δ are permutations in Sn, where δ is a 3-cycle (j3 j2 j1).
Let σ = δσ′. Then, we have
dist(ji, σ, j1, j2, j3) = dist(ji, σ
′, j1, j2, j3), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
This property comes from the calculation in Construction 4.4.
Given an element (δ2, ..., δk, σ) ∈ A˜31(α), the vertex set {1, ..., n} has three un-
ordered connected components with respect to the action of the group generated
by {δ2, ..., δk}. There are 6 possible orders on the connected components, each of
which can be represented by an element ε ∈ S3 (Remark 5.18).
Definition 5.25. We define the set W˜OA
3
1(α) as following
W˜OA
3
1(α) = {(δ2, ..., δk, σ, ε) | (δ2, ..., δk, σ) ∈ A˜
3
1(α), ε ∈ S3}.
So elements of W˜OA
3
1(α) are elements in A˜
3
1(α) together with an order of connected
components.
Now we will show how to use the elements in OB31(α
′) to construct a subset
OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3) of W˜OA
3
1(α).
Construction 5.26. Let (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) be an element in OB31(α
′). Recall the no-
tations in Definition 5.4, we define X1, X2, X3 to be the three connected components
with respect to the group generated by {δ2, ..., δk}, where the order here is the canon-
ical order defined in Remark 5.18 rather than the order ε. Let S = {δ2, ..., δk}. Si
is the subset of S, which corresponds to the connected component Xi, and σi is the
product of all permutations in Si with respect to the order of the tuple (δ2, ..., δk).
We have σ′ = σ1σ2σ3. We fix three positive integers i1, i2, i3.
Recall in Lemma 5.5, we use a 3-cycle δ1 to connect three connected components
or, more precisely, to connect three disjoint cycles from each connected component.
We assume there is at least one disjoint cycle with length iv in σv, 1 ≤ v ≤ 3.
We take one disjoint cycle ρ′v with length iv from σv and pick one integer from
each of the three cycles. Assume we take jv from the cycle ρ
′
v, 1 ≤ v ≤ 3.
There are two choices of 3-cycles after we pick the integers j1, j2, j3. They are
(j3 j2 j1) and (j3 j1 j2). We use the order ε of connected components to deter-
mine which is the 3-cycle we want. The 3-cycle we choose is (jε(3) jε(2) jε(1)). We
can use this 3-cycle to construct a new permutation (jε(3) jε(2) jε(1))σ
′. Clearly,
(δ2, ..., δk, (jε(3) jε(2) jε(1))σ
′, ε) is an element in W˜OA
3
1(α).
Denote by OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3) the set of (k + 1)-tuples (δ2, ..., δk, σ, ε) such that
(δ2, ..., δk, σ, ε) can be constructed from some element (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) ∈ OB31(α
′) by
connecting three disjoint cycles (or multiplying by a 3-cycle δ1) with length i1, i2, i3
from σ1, σ2, σ3 in the above method. OA
3
1(α
′, i1, i2, i3) is a subset of W˜OA
3
1(α).
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Remark 5.27. If σv does not have a disjoint cycle with length iv, where 1 ≤ v ≤ 3,
then OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3) = ∅.
Lemma 5.28. Assume OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3) is nonempty. Given any two elements
(δ2, ..., δk, σ, ε), (δ˜2, ..., δ˜k, σ˜, ε) in the set OA
3
1(α
′, i1, i2, i3), σ and σ˜ are of the same
type, i.e. Φ(σ) = Φ(σ˜).
Proof. Given any two elements (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε), (δ˜2, ..., δ˜k, σ˜
′, ε) ∈ OB31(α
′), we have
Φ(α′) = Φ(σ′) = Φ(σ˜′) by definition. Assume (δ2, ..., δk, σ, ε) is constructed from
the element (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) by multiplying a 3-cycle δ1 and (δ˜2, ..., δ˜k, σ˜, ε) is con-
structed from (δ˜2, ..., δ˜k, σ˜
′, ε) by multiplying a 3-cycle δ˜1. Also, we write
σ′ = ρ1...ρl, σ˜
′ = ρ˜1...ρ˜l,
where ρ1...ρl is the product of disjoint cycles of σ
′ and the same for ρ˜1...ρ˜l and σ˜
′.
We can assume the length of ρv equal to the length of ρ˜v. δ1 connects the first
three disjoint cycles ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 in σ
′ and δ˜1 connects the first three disjoint cycles in
σ˜′. Then, we have
σ = ρ′1ρ4...ρl, σ˜ = ρ˜
′
1ρ˜4...ρ˜l,
where ρ′1 = δ1ρ1ρ2ρ3 and ρ˜
′
1 = δ˜1ρ˜1ρ˜2ρ˜3, which are disjoint cycles of the same
length i1 + i2 + i3. Hence, σ and σ˜ are of the same type. 
Remark 5.29. Now we want to translate the proof of Lemma 5.28 in differential
operators. We assume that there is only one disjoint cycle with length iv in σ
′,
1 ≤ v ≤ 3. Multiplying a 3-cycle δ1 to σ′ means that we substitute ρ1ρ2ρ3 by
another cycle ρ′1. This procedure can be considered in two steps: we first delete
the first three cycles, then add another cycle ρ′1. We consider this procedure in
monomial Φ(σ′). Deleting the first three cycles means
∂3Φ(σ′)
∂pi1∂pi2∂pi3
,
and adding another new cycle means
pi1+i2+i3
∂3Φ(σ′)
∂pi1∂pi2∂pi3
.
Hence, we have
pi1+i2+i3
∂3Φ(σ′)
∂pi1∂pi2∂pi3
= Φ(σ).
Similarly, we have
pi1+i2+i3
∂3Φ(σ˜′)
∂pi1∂pi2∂pi3
= Φ(σ˜).
Since Φ(σ′) = Φ(σ˜′), so Φ(σ) = Φ(σ˜).
Remark 5.30. From Lemma 5.28, we know that for any element (δ2, ..., δk, σ, ε) in
OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3), σ is of some fixed type α. Sometimes, we will use the following
notation to emphasize the type α for the set OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3),
OA31(α
′, α, i1, i2, i3) := OA
3
1(α
′, i1, i2, i3).
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For any other partition α˜ 6= α, we define
OA31(α
′, α˜, i1, i2, i3) := ∅.
Definition 5.31. We define the union of all sets OA31(α
′, α, i1, i2, i3) as
OA31(α) =
⋃
i1,i2,i3≥1
⋃
α′
OA31(α
′, α, i1, i2, i3),
which is a disjoint union.
Lemma 5.32. Given any partition α ⊢ n, we have
|W˜OA
3
1(α)| = 2|OA
3
1(α)|.
Proof. Recall that OA31(α
′, α, i1, i2, i3) is a subset of W˜OA
3
1(α) and OA
3
1(α) is the
union of the sets OA31(α
′, α, i1, i2, i3) over all partitions α
′ and all positive integers
i1, i2, i3.
Fix an element (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′) ∈ B31(α
′). There are 6 possible orders on the
connected components of {1, ..., n} with respect to the action of the group generated
by {δ2, ..., δk}. Each corresponds to an element in OB
3
1(α
′). In Construction 5.26,
after we pick three integers j1, j2, j3, the order ε determines the unique 3-cycle. We
assume jv comes fromXv, 1 ≤ v ≤ 3. The 3-cycle we construct from (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε)
by taking the integers j1, j2, j3 from each connected component is (jε(3) jε(2) jε(1)),
ε ∈ S3. Now let’s consider the six 3-cycles (jε(3) jε(2) jε(1)), where ε ∈ S3. We find
three of them are the same, i.e.
(j3 j2 j1) = (j1 j3 j2) = (j2 j1 j3),
(j3 j1 j2) = (j2 j3 j1) = (j1 j2 j3).
Say the 3-cycles in the first row correspond to permutations ε1, ε2, ε3 respectively
and the other 3-cycles in the second row correspond to permutations ε4, ε5, ε6 re-
spectively. We find
σ = εiσ
′ 6= εjσ
′ = σ˜,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and 4 ≤ j ≤ 6.
By the discussion above, we can only construct the elements (δ2, ..., δk, σ, εi),
where i = 1, 2, 3, and we cannot get the elements (δ2, ..., δk, σ, εj) ∈ W˜OA
3
1(α).
It means (δ2, ..., δk, σ, εj) /∈ OA
3
1(α). Also, (δ2, ..., δk, σ˜, εi) /∈ OA
3
1(α), where i =
1, 2, 3, and (δ2, ..., δk, σ˜, εj) ∈ OA
3
1(α) for j = 4, 5, 6. Hence, we only construct half
of the elements in |W˜OA
3
1(α)|. Hence, we have
6|A˜31(α)| = |W˜OA
3
1(α)| = 2|OA
3
1(α
′, α)|.

The notations in the following lemma are the same as the notations in Construc-
tion 5.26.
Lemma 5.33. Let (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) be an element in OB31(α
′) and let i1, i2, i3 be
positive integers. cv is the number of disjoint cycles with length iv in σv. The
number of elements in OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3) which are constructed from (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε)
is
∏3
v=1 cviv.
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Proof. If cv = 0 for some 1 ≤ v ≤ 3, then OA
3
1(α
′, i1, i2, i3) is empty. So, the
number of elements in OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3) is zero. Also,
∏3
v=1 cviv = 0. Hence, the
statement is true in this special case.
Now we assume that there is at least one disjoint cycle with length iv in σv,
1 ≤ v ≤ 3. In Construction 5.26, we first pick disjoint cycle ρ′v with length iv
in σv, 1 ≤ v ≤ 3. The number of the choices of ρ′1, ρ
′
2, ρ
′
3 is
∏3
v=1 cv. After
we pick three disjoint cycles ρ′1, ρ
′
2, ρ
′
3, we can construct i1i2i3 many δ1 such that
(δ2, ..., δk, δ1σ
′, ε) ∈ OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3). Hence, the number of elements constructed
by (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) is
∏3
v=1 cviv. 
Lemma 5.34. Let i1, i2, i3 be three positive integers. We have∑
(δ2,...,δk,σ′,ε)∈OB31(α
′)
i1i2i3pi1+i2+i3
∂Φ(σ1)
∂pi1
∂Φ(σ2)
∂pi2
∂Φ(σ3)
∂pi3
=

 ∑
(δ2,...,δk,σ,ε)∈OA31(α
′,i1,i2,i3)
Φ(σ)

 .
Proof. Let (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) be an element in OB31(α
′). We define a new set
OA31(α
′, δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε),
which contains all elements constructed from (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) as in Construction
5.26. It is a subset of OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3). Clearly, we have⋃
(δ2,...,δk,σ′,ε)∈OB31(α
′)
OA31(α
′, δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) = OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3),
which is a disjoint union.
Now we begin to prove this lemma. First, if we cannot find a disjoint cycle with
length iv in σv for some v, 1 ≤ v ≤ 3, it means that OA
3
1(α
′, δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) is
empty. So, we have
 ∑
(δ2,...,δk,σ,ε)∈OA31(α
′,δ2,...,δk,σ′,ε)
Φ(σ)

 = 0
Also, we find ∂Φ(σv)
∂piv
= 0. So, the lemma is true in this special case.
Now we assume there is at least one disjoint cycle with length iv in σv for all
1 ≤ v ≤ 3 and cv is the number of disjoint cycles with length iv in σv. By Lemma
5.33, we know the number of elements in OA31(α
′, i1, i2, i3) which is constructed
from (δ2, ..., δk, σ
′, ε) is
∏3
v=1 cviv. So, we have
 ∑
(δ2,...,δk,σ,ε)∈OA31(α
′,δ2,...,δk,σ′,ε)
Φ(σ)

 = ( 3∏
v=1
cviv)Φ(σ).
By assumption, we know there are cv disjoint cycles with length iv in σv, it means
the order of piv in the monomial Φ(σv) is cv. So, when we calculate
∂Φ(σv)
∂piv
, we will
have a coefficient cv, i.e.
pi1+i2+i3
∂Φ(σ1)
∂pi1
∂Φ(σ2)
∂pi2
∂Φ(σ3)
∂pi3
= (
3∏
v=1
cv)Φ(σ).
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So, we have
i1i2i3pi1+i2+i3
∂Φ(σ1)
∂pi1
∂Φ(σ2)
∂pi2
∂Φ(σ3)
∂pi3
=

 ∑
(δ2,...,δk,σ,ε)∈OA31(α
′,δ2,...,δk,σ′,ε)
Φ(σ)

 .
Finally, we sum over all elements in OB31(α
′) and we get the following formula
∑
(δ2,...,δk,σ′,ε)∈OB31(α
′)
i1i2i3pi1+i2+i3
∂Φ(σ1)
∂pi1
∂Φ(σ2)
∂pi2
∂Φ(σ3)
∂pi3
=
∑
OA31(α
′,δ2,...,δk,σ′,ε)
∑
(δ2,...,δk,σ,ε)∈
OA31(α
′,δ2,...,δk,σ
′,ε)
Φ(σ)
=

 ∑
(δ2,...,δk,σ,ε)∈OA31(α
′,i1,i2,i3)
Φ(σ)

 .

Lemma 5.35. We have the following equations
(
∂F˜3
∂u
)1 =
1
3
∑
i,j,k≥1
(ijkpi+j+k
∂F˜3
∂pi
∂F˜3
∂pj
∂F˜3
∂pk
),
(
∂F˜3
∂u
)2 =
∑
i,j,k≥1
(i(j + k)pi+kpj
∂F˜3
∂pi
∂F˜3
∂pj+k
),
(
∂F˜3
∂u
)3 =
1
3
∑
i,j,k≥1
((i + j + k)pipjpk
∂F˜3
∂pi+j+k
).
Proof. We only give the proof of the first equation. The proofs of the other equa-
tions are similar.
First, we want to find the relation between the generating function of sets
OB31(α
′) and the generating functions of sets OA31(α). Recall that (F˜3)
3 counts
the elements in OB31(α
′) by Lemma 5.21. With the same notations in Construction
5.26, let nv be the number of elements in Xv. Recall we have µ
3(α′)−2 = µ3(α)−1
in the proof of Lemma 5.21. By Lemma 5.34, we get the following formula
 ∑
(δ2,...,δk,σ′,ε)∈OB31(α
′)
i1i2i3pi1+i2+i3
∂Φ(σ1)
∂pi1
∂Φ(σ2)
∂pi2
∂Φ(σ3)
∂pi3

 zn
n!
uµ
3(α′)−2
(µ3(α′)− 2)!
=

 ∑
(δ2,...,δk,σ,ε)∈OA31(α
′,α,i1,i2,i3)
Φ(σ)

 zn
n!
uµ
3(α)−1
(µ3(α)− 1)!
.
We sum over all sets OB31(α
′) and positive integers i1, i2, i3 on the left side. Also,
we sum over all all sets OA31(α
′, α, i1, i2, i3) and positive integers i1, i2, i3 on the
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right side. We have the following equation
∑
i,j,k≥1
(ijkpi+j+k
∂F˜3
∂pi
∂F˜3
∂pj
∂F˜3
∂pk
) =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
|OA31(α)|
zn
n!
uµ
3(α)−1
(µ3(α) − 1)!
pα.
Indeed, the proof of Lemma 5.21 gives the left side of the equation. Then, by
Lemma 5.32, we know
6|A˜31(α)| = |W˜OA
3
1(α)| = 2|OA
3
1(α)|.
Recall that (∂F˜3
∂u
)1 counts the elements in A˜31(α) by Lemma 5.14. Hence, we have
6(
∂F˜3
∂u
)1 = 2
∑
i,j,k≥1
(ijkpi+j+k
∂F˜3
∂pi
∂F˜3
∂pj
∂F˜3
∂pk
),
which gives the first equation. 
Theorem 5.36. The generating function F3 satisfies the following relation
1
3
∑
i,j,k≥1
((i+ j + k)pipjpk
∂F3
∂pi+j+k
+ ijkpi+j+k
∂F3
∂pi
∂F3
∂pj
∂F3
∂pk
+ 3(i+ j)kpipj+k
∂F3
∂pi+j
∂F3
∂pk
)
−
1
2
(z
∂F3
∂z
+
∑
i≥1
pi
∂F3
∂pi
− 2F3) = 0.
Proof. Recall the generating function F˜3(z, u, p1, p2, ...) in Definition 5.13,
F˜3(z, u, p1, p2, ...) =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
h3(α)
zn
n!
uµ
3(α)
µ3(α)!
pα.
Consider the following generating function
∂F˜3
∂u
=
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
h3(α)
zn
n!
uµ
3(α)−1
(µ3(α) − 1)!
pα.
By Lemma 5.35, we have the following equation
∂F˜3
∂u
=
1
3
∑
i,j,k≥1
((i + j + k)pipjpk
∂F˜3
∂pi+j+k
+ 3(i+ j)kpipj+k
∂F˜3
∂pi+j
∂F˜3
∂pk
+ ijkpi+j+k
∂F˜3
∂pi
∂F˜3
∂pj
∂F˜3
∂pk
).
By Definition 5.13, we know F˜3|u=1 = F3. So, let u = 1. Then, the RHS is
Right Side =
1
3
∑
i,j,k≥1
((i+ j + k)pipjpk
∂F3
∂pi+j+k
+ 3(i+ j)kpipj+k
∂F3
∂pi+j
∂F3
∂pk
+ ijkpi+j+k
∂F3
∂pi
∂F3
∂pj
∂F3
∂pk
).
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By simple calculations, we have
∂F˜3
∂u
=
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
µ3(α)h3(α)
zn
n!
uµ
3(α)−1
µ3(α)!
pα,
z
∂F3
∂z
=
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
nh3(α)
zn
n!
1
µ3(α)!
pα,
∑
i≥1
pi
∂F3
∂pi
=
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
l(α)h3(α)
zn
n!
1
µ3(α)!
pα.
where l(α) is the length for the partition α. By Lemma 4.10 and Remark 5.2, we
know
µ3(α) =
n+ l(α)− 2
2
.
Hence, we have the following formula
∂F˜3
∂u
|u=1=
1
2
(z
∂F3
∂z
+
∑
i≥1
pi
∂F3
∂pi
− 2F3).
So, we have
Left Side =
1
2
(z
∂F3
∂z
+
∑
i≥1
pi
∂F3
∂pi
− 2F3).
Combining LHS and RHS, we obtain the theorem. 
Now let’s go back to the W -operator. The W -operators W ([n]) are well-defined
differential operators on polynomial ring C[p1, p2, ...]. Some terms inW ([n]) contain
higher derivatives. For example, in W ([2]), we have a summation
1
2
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
ijpi+j
∂2
∂pi∂pj
,
which contains second derivatives. If we change the higher derivatives into the
product of first derivatives, we will get a new operator. We still take W ([2]) as an
example,
W˜ ([2]) =
1
2
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
(ijpi+j
∂
∂pi
×
∂
∂pi
+ (i + j)pipj
∂
∂pi+j
).
As an operator, it means
W˜ ([2])F =
1
2
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
(ijpi+j
∂F
∂pi
∂F
∂pi
+ (i + j)pipj
∂F
∂pi+j
),
where F ∈ C[p1, p2, ...].
Definition 5.37. Define W˜ ([d]) by replacing all higher derivatives in W ([d]) by
the products of first derivative operators as mentioned above.
Remark 5.38. With the new notation W˜ ([2]), we can rewrite the formula in
Lemma 2.4 as the following equation,
W˜ ([2])F2 − z
∂F2
∂z
−
∑
i≥1
pi
∂F2
∂pi
+ 2F2 = 0.
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Finally, we rewrite Theorem 5.36 as following:
Theorem 5.39. The generating function F3(z, p) satisfies the following relation
W˜ ([3])F3 −
∑
i,j,k≥1
(i+ j + k)pi+j+k
∂F3
∂pi+j+k
=
1
2
(z
∂F3
∂z
+
∑
i≥1
pi
∂F3
∂pi
− 2F3).
6. Conjecture for General Case
By Theorem 3.6, we know that W ([d]) can be written as the sum of d! summa-
tions, each of which is uniquely determined by a permutation in Sd (see Theorem
3.15 in [12]). For any permutation β ∈ Sd, denote by FSβ the summation corre-
sponding to β. We have
W ([d]) =
∑
β∈Sd
FSβ.
Now we give some examples about FSβ . The first example isW ([2]). From Example
3.7, we know
W ([2]) =
1
2
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
(ijpi+j
∂2
∂pi∂pj
(12)
+ (i+ j)pipj
∂
∂pi+j
) (1).
The first summation
FS(12) =
1
2
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
(ijpi+j
∂2
∂pi∂pj
)
corresponds to the permutation (12) and the second summation
FS(1)(2) =
1
2
∑
i≥1
∑
j≥1
((i+ j)pipj
∂
∂pi+j
)
corresponds to the permutation (1)(2).
The second example is W ([3]) (see Example 3.7). We have
W ([3]) =
1
3
∑
i1,i2,i3≥1
(i1i2i3pi1+i2+i3
∂3
∂pi1∂pi2∂pi3
+ (321)
+i1(i2 + i3)pi1+i3pi2
∂2
∂pi1∂pi2+i3
+ (13)(2)
+i2(i1 + i3)pi1+i2pi3
∂2
∂pi2∂pi1+i3
+ (12)(3)
+i3(i1 + i2)pi3+i2pi1
∂2
∂pi3∂pi1+i2
+ (1)(23)
+(i1 + i2 + i3)pi1pi2pi3
∂
∂pi1+i2+i3
+ (3)(2)(1)
+(i1 + i2 + i3)pi1+i2+i3
∂
∂pi1+i2+i3
) (123).
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Each summation FSβ is the sum of terms. All terms in FSβ have the same polyno-
mial degree and the same order of the differential part. for each summation FSβ,
we define its degree. Hence, we can define the degree FSβ as following.
Definition 6.1. Given any summation FSβ of W ([d]), dP (FSβ) is the degree of
its polynomial part and dD(FSβ) is the order of its derivative part. The degree of
the summation FSβ is d(FSβ) = dP (FSβ) + dD(FSβ).
Let’s consider W ([3]). Five of the six summations have degree 4 and the sum-
mation FS(123) is of degree 2. If we go back to W ([2]), all summations are of degree
3. In fact, the degree of the summations in W ([d]) is at most d + 1. We discuss
the degree of W -operator in [14]. Since W ([d]) is the sum of d! summations, so
is W˜ ([d]). We denote by F˜Sβ the corresponding summation in W˜ ([d]). We define
another operator H˜W ([d]) as following.
Definition 6.2.
H˜W ([d]) =
∑
β∈Sd
FSβ is of degree d+1
F˜Sβ .
Now we can state our conjecture.
Conjecture 6.3.
(1)
∂F˜d
∂u
= H˜W ([d])F˜d,
where F˜d =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n h
d(α) z
n
n!
uµ
d(α)
µd(α)!
pα (see Definition 4.1, 4.3, 5.13).
If we take u = 1, RHS of (1) is H˜W ([d])Fd, where
Fd =
∑
n≥1
∑
α⊢n
hd(α)
zn
n!
1
µd(α)!
pα.
To determine the LHS of (1), we need the following lemma proved by Goulden and
Jackson [6].
Lemma 6.4. Let α be a partition of n. We have
µd(α) =
n+ l(α)− 2
d− 1
,
where l(α) is the length of the partition.
Hence, the LHS of (1) is
(2)
∂F˜d
∂u
|u=1 =
1
d− 1

z ∂Fd
∂z
+
∑
i≥1
pi
∂Fd
∂pi
− 2Fd

 .
We want to make a remark about Lemma 6.4. If µd(α) exists, µd(α) is a positive
integer. Sometimes, µd(α) does not exist. But, we can extend the definition of
µd(α) to any partition α in the same way as Remark 5.2.
If Conjecture 6.3 is true, we have the following corollary.
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Corollary 6.5.
H˜W ([d])Fd =
1
d− 1

z ∂Fd
∂z
+
∑
i≥1
pi
∂Fd
∂pi
− 2Fd

 .
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